Let A be a C*-algebra and A** its enveloping W'-algebra. Let Brown [6] shows the answer is negative for stable (separable) C*-algebras also.
Introduction
and preliminaries Definition 1.1. Let A be a C*-algebra and A** its enveloping von Neumann algebra. An element x in A** is called a multiplier of A if xa e A and ax e A for all a e A. Similarly, x is a left multiplier if xa e A, for all a e A, x is a right multiplier if ax e A, for all a e A, and x is a quasimultiplier if axb e A , for all a,b e A . We denote the sets of multipliers, left multipliers, right multipliers and quasi-multipliers by M(A) [20] gave a nonseparable counterexample in 1978. Recently, L. Brown-showed [6] that even when A is stable and separable, QM(^) may not equal LM(A) + RM(A).
In this paper, we give exact conditions for QM(^4) = LM(^) + RM(^4) and for QM(^) ¿ LM(A) + RM(A). Definition 1.3 . A topological space X is scattered if every closed subset of X has a relatively isolated point. Definition 1.4. Let X be a scattered topological space. We define X[0] = X, X[xx = X\{isolated points of X} . If X, is defined for some ordinal number a, define XQ+1] = I,\{ isolated points of X ,} , if >S is a limit ordinal, define xm = na</} x[a] ■ Definition 1.5. Let X be a scattered topological space. We define X(X) -a, if a is the least ordinal such that X., is discrete. Since X is scattered, X(X) is well defined. Definition 1.6. Let F, = {0, l/n,n = 1,2,...}, a subset of [0,1] with the usual topology, and let Y2 be the one-point compactification of the disjoint union of countably many copies of 7,. If Ya is defined for some ordinal number a, define Ya+X as the one-point compactification of the disjoint union of countably many copies of Ya. If ß is a limit ordinal, define Y" as the one-point compactification of the disjoint union of Ya , a < ß . We also define Z™' to be the union of m disjoint copies of Ya . Theorem 1.7 [17] (or see [19, Theorem 1.9] ). Let X be a countable, compact Huasdorff space with X(X) = a > 1 and assume that X., consists of n points.
Then X is homeomorphic to Z("'.
Let {X,^(i),^"} be a continuous field of C*-algebras with X a locally compact Hausdorff space. Let A = CQ(X, A(t) ,3r) be the set of all continuous cross sections of {X,A(t),&~} vanishing at infinity. Then A is a C*-algebra.
We say a bounded cross section x in the bundle
{X, LM(A(t))} ({X, RM(A(t))} , {X, QM(A(t))})
is left-strictly (right-strictly, quasi-strictly) continuous at t0, if for every asF, xa (ax, axa) is continuous at t0 . We denote by C (X, LM(^(/))LS _,&) (Cb(X, RM(A(t))RS,^), Cb(X, QM(A(t))QS,^)) the set of all bounded left-strictly (right-strictly, quasi-strictly) continuous cross sections in
{X, LM(A(t))} ({A-, RM(A(t))}, {X, QM(A(t))}).
Let A = C0(X,A(t) ,Sr). Exactly as in [2, 3.3] we obtain Theorem 1.8 (see [19, §1.3] 
also).
Cb(X, LM(A(t))hS ,F) = LM(A) ;
Cb(X, QU(A(t))QS,^) = QM(A).
A CRITERION FOR QM(yl) = IM(A) + RM(^)
Let A be a cx-unital C* -algebra, and a a strictly positive element, 0 < a < 1. For each n let fn be a continuous function such that fn(t) = I if t>\/n, fn(t) = 0 if 0<t< l/(« + l) and fn is linear in [l/(n + 1), \/n].
Define e -f"(a). Then {en} is an approximate identity for A. Moreover emen = enem = e",if m>n.
Lemma 2.1. Let A be a a-unital C*-algebra and {en} an approximate identity for A satisfying emen = enem -en, if m > n. Suppose that y e QM(^l), then yeLM(A) if and only ifthere exists an increasing sequence {nk} of nonnegative integers such that oo k=\ converges in norm to an element of A where en = 0.
Proof. Assume that y e IM(A). For every m, yem e A. Hence there is m such that ||(1 -em,)yem\\ < \/2m. Therefore we can recursively define nx < n2< ■■ ■ so that License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
Proof. Let x e QM(/l)sa and «, < n2 < ■■■ be chosen such that 2X1O -enk)x(enk -enkJ converges strictly. Let xk = (1 -enk)x(e"k -e"kJ.
Since Yik=i xk e RM(^) for all N, we conclude that £~ , xk e RM(A). For a fixed w , suppose that k0 is the least integer such that n.> m . Then / oo \ k0
*-E x, u"=**-.-> x.e k"m k=\ / k=\ k0 Hence x-E^L, ^ € LM(/1). This implies that QM(^)sa c LM(^) + RM(^), and hence QM(y4) = LM(A) + RM(^). Next assume that QM(A) = LM(^) + RM(A). Equivalently, QM(/l)sa = RelM(A). Let x e QM(/l)sa . Thus there is y e IM(A) such that x = y + y*. By Lemma 2.1, we can choose nx < n2 < ■■■ such that the elements yk = (1 -enkJy(enk -ent¡) satisfy ||yj| < 2~k , whence E~, ykeABy Lemma 2.2 Y^kx'=x(en -en)y(en -en ) converges strictly. We conclude that E/tti E^/c^-Vfe./ converges strictly. Thus In this section, we shall show that (i) has a positive answer under a suitable assumption on A, and for some special B 's, (ii) also has a positive answer. However, in general (ii) has a negative answer, as we shall see in Example 8.2. (ii) If QM(/) = LM(/) + RM(/), there are y2 e UA(I) and z2 € RM(/)
such that x -y2 + z2, so uxu = uy2u + uz2u . One can easily check, as above, that uy2u e LM(A, I), uz2u e RM(^, /). This completes the proof.
At this point, one may ask whether QM(^4) = LM(^) + RM(^) implies QM(/) = LM(7) -|-RM(/). This turns out to be false, as we shall see in Example 8.1. However, we have the following "lifting" theorem. Theorem 3.3. Let I be an ideal of a a-unital C* -algebra A, and suppose that QM(A/I) = LM(A/I) + RM(A/I) and QM(/) = LM(7) + RM(7). Then
QM(A) = IM(A) + RM(A).
Proof. Let <j>: A -> A/1 be the canonical homomorphsim and take x e QM(^4). So there is y e LM(^/7) and 2 e RM(^/7) such that 4>**(x) = y + z, where 4>** is the extension of <p to A**. It follows from [6, 4.13] that there are y, e LM(^), z, e RM(A) such that (¡)**(yx) = y and 4>**(zx) = zx . Thus 4>**(x -z, -y,) = 0. So we may assume that x e ker</>** n QM(^), hence x e QM(A, 7). By Lemma 3.2 x e LM(A, 7) + RM(A,7) c LM(A) + RM(A).
Let K be the C*-algebra of all compact operators on / .
Corollary 3.4. Let A be a C*-algebra such that QM( So y e IM(A), z e RM(A) and W = IMI<l = vT, ( 2) Next we assume that Lemma 4.5 is true for all integers less than n. In particular, we can choose y 6 LM(^) such that ||y|| < \fk, where k < n .
Notice that Yn is the one-point compactification of the disjoint union of Z;, where each Z( is homeomorphic to YnX.
Let x¡(t) = x(t)\z . There is an integer i0 such that for every i > i0, there is a largest integer m¡ suchthat \\em [x(oo)-x¡(t)]em || < \/mi for teZr (In the case that x¡(t) = x(oo) for all / > /'0, for some z0 , we define em = e{.) Hence mt■ -> oo, as i -y oo and mi+x > mi. By the induction assumption, there are Hence (1 -u)xx e LM(^4) by Lemma 2.1.
Let y = (1 -u)x = (1 -u)x + (1 -u)xx and put z = ux = uxx + ux'. Since u e M(A,I), we see that u e LM(^) and ux' e M(A). Since M(7) = QM(7), xx e M(7). For every a e A, au e I, so auxx e I c A. This implies that uxx e RM(^). Hence z e RM(A) since 0 < u < 1. We have ll^ll = ||(1 -M)x|| < ||x|| and ||z|| = ||mjc|| < ||x||. Thus a(A) < 1 .
The spectrum of an element in a scattered C* -algebra
In this section, we shall discuss the relationship between the spectrum of a single element in a scattered C*-algebra A and the spectrum of the algebra A.
Jensen [13] defined a C* -algebra to be scattered if every state on the algebra is atomic. He showed [14] that a C* -algebra is scattered if and only if it is type I and has scattered spectrum A . He also showed [14] that a C* -algebra is scattered if and only if it has a composition series with elementary quotients.
We recall that a C* -algebra A is AF (approximately finite-dimensional) if for each e > 0 and ax ,a2, ... ,an e A there is a C*-subalgebra B of A and bx,b2, ... ,bn e B such that B is of finite dimension and \\at -b¡\\ < e, for all / = 1,2, ... , « .
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use If X0 is not a limit ordinal, Ix /IXo-\ is an elementary C*-algebra, hence 7¿ /7¿ _! is an AF-algebra. By the induction hypothesis Ix _x is also an AFalgebra. It follows from [11] that A is an AF-algebra.
If X0 is a limit ordinal, A is the norm closure of {Jx<¡ Ix ■ For each e > 0 and ax,a2, ... ,ane A, there is X <X0 and b'x,b'2, ... ,b'ne Ix such that ||«( -¿,|| <«/2, ¿=1,2,...,«.
Since, by hypothesis, Ix is an AF-algebra, there is a C*-subalgebra B ofIx and bx,b2, ... ,bne B such that B is of finite dimension and \\b't-b¡\\ <e/2, z = l,2,...,«.
Hence ||è( -a¡\\ < e, i -1,2, ... , « . So A is an AF-algebra. (ii) If a is not a limit ordinal, there is a e Asa such that X(a(a)) > a. (iii) If a is not a limit ordinal, then there is a e Asa such that X(a(a)) = a + 1 if and only if A/Ia is of infinite dimension, where Ia = {x e A;n(x) = 0,7ieA[a]}. (iv) If a is a limit ordinal and A/Ia is of finite dimension (or zero), then for every a e A%a , X(a(a)) < a. Moreover, for every ß < a, there is a e Asa such that X(a(a)) > ß. (v) If a is a limit ordinal such that a = lim ßn (ßn < a) and A/Ia is of infinite dimension, then there is a e As¡¡ such that X(a(a)) > a.
Proof. We shall use induction. Assume the theorem is true for all ß < a. (i) is the same as Lemma 5.4.
(ii) If a is not a limit ordinal, by Lemma 5.5, Ia/Ia_x is of infinite dimension. By the induction hypothesis for (iii), there is a e Ia such that a is selfadjoint and X(a(a)) > (a -I) + 1 = a.
(iii) If A/Ia is of finite dimension, a e Asa , then there is a polynomial p(t) (p ^ 0) such that p(a) e Ia. By the induction hypothesis X(a(p(a))) < a, since X(Ia) = a -1 . By the spectral mapping theorem, one sees easily that X(a(a)) < a.
If A/Ia is of infinite dimension, there is a sequence of mutually orthogonal (iv) Assume that a is a limit ordinal and A/Ia is of finite dimension. If ae I , a = a*, then by Lemma 5.2 X(a(a)) < a. For every a e Asa , there is a polynomial p(t) (p(t) ^ 0) such that p(a) e Ia . Hence X(a(p(a))) < a . By the spectral mapping theorem, one can see easily that X(a(a)) < a. For each ß < a, consider 7"+1 c A . By the induction hypothesis, there is ae A%& such that X(a(a)) > ß . Proof. Keep the notations in the proof of Lemma 4.5. Let P (t) be the range projection of Fn(t). By the proof of Lemma 4.5, it is clear that P("\t) is a weakly continuous mapping from Yn to K. Since P^"\t) is bounded, we conclude that Pw(t) e QM(C(Yn,K)). Let X be the disjoint union of Yn , « = 1,2,.... Define B0 = {xe C0(X,K) : x(t) = P{"\t)x(t)P{n)(t) ;W e YJ.
Clearly, B0 isa "-algebra. Let Mn(t) = P(n)(t)KP(n)(t). Then each Mn(t) is isomorphic to some Mk . We define A = C0(X, Mn(t),BQ). A is a C*-algebra all of whose irreducible representations are of finite dimension and A = X, a countable, locally compact Hausdorff space. Define Proof. We shall use induction on n . Assume that Theorem 7.2 is true for all n < k. Let « = k + 1 and 7 = {x e A : n(x) = 0, if dim7r < k} . By [21, 4.4.10], 7 is an ideal. Moreover, 7
is a homogeneous C* -algebra of order « = k + 1. So 7 arises from a locally trivial A^+1-bundle [12] . Hence QM(7) = M(7). Now A/I isa cr-unital C*-algebra whose irreducible representations have dimensions bounded by k. By the induction hypothesis, QM(yl/7) = LM(^/7) + RM(^/7). It follows from Theorem 3.3 that QM(y4) = LM(A) + RM(A).
Akemann and Shultz showed in [3] that a type I C*-algebra is perfect if and only if every convergent sequence in A converges to at most a countable number of points. So the algebras in Proposition 7.1 and Theorem 7.2 are perfect. We shall produce an imperfect C* -algebra A, such that all of its irreducible representations are finite dimensional and QM(^f) = LM(^) + RM(^4). Example 7.3. Let 77 be a separable infinite dimensional Hilbert space and {Hn} a sequence of mutually orthogonal, infinite dimensional subspaces. Let en be the projection corresponding to Hn . There are sequences of finite rank projections {p"} together with a collection {q"} of infinite rank projections indexed by binary strings a of 0's and l's such that (i) ¿Zp" = en for each « , (ii) p"q"a = q"ap" for all i, a and n, (iii) ql+q" = en for each « , (iy) q"a + qI -%ien ~ Pm) f°r a^ a ' where m = |ct| (see [3, Proposition 3 .14]). ' Let 7 be the C*-algebra of all compact operators on 77 which commute with {p("]}. Let A be the C*-algebra generated by 7 and by the set of projections We claim that A is an imperfect, separable C* -algebra all of whose irreducible representations are finite dimensional (and without identity). Clearly 7 is an ideal of A. Moreover, 7 is the restricted directed sum of finite dimensional ideals of A. Since the q"a 's commute with each other, A/1 is abelian. It follows that every irreducible representation of A is finite dimensional. By [3, Proposition 3.14], A is not perfect. By License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Moreover HxJI < 2. If A is cr-unital, {ex} can be taken as a sequence, so {xx} is a sequence.
Let X be the disjoint union of Y , n = 1,2,..., and take A = C0(X) ® K. It follows from Theorem 6.3 that QM(^) ^ 1M(A) + RM(A). However, for every x g QM(^), if we define xn(t) = x(t) for t e Ym and m < «, xn(t) = 0 for t e Ym and m > n, then xn e 1M(A) + RM(A) (Lemma 4.7), and \\n**(xn) -rt**(x)|| -» 0 uniformly on every compact subset of A, with ||x"|| < ||x||. This type of density is stronger than the strict density considered in Theorem 9.3. Indeed, if a e A , then C = {n e A, ||?r(<z)|| > e} is a compact subset of A . Thus there is N such that \\n(a)[n'"(xn)-n*{x)]\\ <e, neC, and ||7r(a)[7r**(xJ -n*(x)]\\ < e ■ 2\\x\\,
if n e A\C. From these inequalities, we see that xn -*■ x strictly. The construction of xn depends largely on the fact that A is Hausdorff. If X is a countable locally (quasi-) compact space with X(X) < oo, we say X satisfies condition (C), if for every t e X\X.X there is an open set Ot such that t e Ot and Ot n X[kx = 0 for some k. Clearly, if X is Hausdorff, then X satisfies condition (C). If each point in I\I , has a clopen neighborhood, then X also satisfies condition (C). Proof. Let Y be the family of finite subsets of A . Fix a e Y. Then a~ is countable. Moreover, X(a~) < max{A({7r}~), n e a} < N.
We may assume that ||x|| < 1 . Let Ja = f]neakern. Then (A/Ja) is countable and X[(A/Ja)A] < N. Let <p : A -► A/Ja be the canonical homomorphism from A to A/J . It follows from the proof of Lemma 6.1 that there are y'a e UA(A/Ja), y"a e RM(A/Ja) such that <p(x) = y'a+y", \\y'a\\ < 3â nd ||y"|| < 3^ . It follows from [6] that there are ya e UA(A) + RM(A) such that <p(ya) = ya + y"a = <p(x) and ||yj < 2 • 3*. Let za = x -ya, then ||z || < 2-3 + 1. Suppose that {en} is an approximate identity for A . Define Note. The problem QM(/1) = LM(A) + RM(^) for simple C*-algebras has been studied and the results will appear elsewhere.
